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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
05/25/16  

More downside but a low might be close to a key bottoming  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 3:15 AM (CT): 
GOLD -4.60, SILVER +3.10, PLATINUM -0.90  

 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equities markets were higher 
overnight with only a couple Shanghai based measures trading weaker. A 
Greece deal for new cash, gains in a German IFo business Climate Index 
reading and a weaker Dollar offers a partially supportive environment for physical commodities. The US economic 
calendar kicks off with a weekly look at MBA mortgage applications. The next US data window provides April US 
goods trade balance, which is forecast to show a widening deficit compared to the -$57.0 billion in March. March 
US FHFA home price index is also forecast to show improvement from the +0.4% month over month gain in 
February. A private industry reading on May US service PMI is forecast to show a slight uptick from the 52.8 
reading previously. An interest rate policy decision by the Bank of Canada is expected to remain unchanged at 
0.5%, with market focus turning to the post meeting statement. Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan participates in 
a question and answer session in Houston during the early afternoon hours. The US Treasury conducts the 
second leg of this week's offerings with a $34 5-Year Note auction, which drew a final yield of 1.41% in April and a 
$13 billion 2-Year Floating Rate Note auction.  

 

 
GOLD / SILVER 
We were bearish for the better part of 6 trading sessions and the break has finally unfolded and we can't rule out 
more declines to start today. However, declining open interest on the recent wash might be confirming long 
liquidation selling is taking place and that could offer a low soon! Unfortunately for the bulls Gold Derivative 
holdings declined by 120,216 ounces overnight to break a chain of inflows that stretched back to April 25th. With 
June option expiration today we would suggest that traders watch for a migration toward strike prices like $1,220, 
$1,210 or even $1,230! The initial failure on the charts at $1,225 this morning might set the market up for a slide 
down to the March and April consolidation lows around $1,210 to $1,207. In conclusion the gold market did not 
see a wave of bargain hunting buying from China or India overnight and therefore the bear camp looks to retain 
an edge through mid-session today.  

 

PLATINUM  
Guilt by association caught the PGM complex on Tuesday and the threat of more knock on selling cannot be 
discounted today. Chinese palladium imports for April were up 2.2% relative to year-ago levels while platinum 
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Imports were down a smart 14% relative to year-ago levels and therefore, platinum might help to drag down 
palladium ahead especially with platinum derivative holdings declining on Tuesday by 37,380 ounces which in 
turn suggests the current break could continue. Unfortunately, the PGM complex didn't see improved demand 
views from much stronger than expected US new home sales yesterday, perhaps because that news clearly 
raises the prospect of Fed tightening in June. Near-term downside targeting in July platinum or a pivot point is 
seen at $1,000.37 early today but lower support isn't seen until $987.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
We can't rule out more selling ahead in gold as the $1,225 was another key support level that failed to hold early 
today. The next significant support and or pivot point is seen at $1,207. Pushed into the gold market, we would 
remain short but we also think that the market is getting closer to a solid low. However, the gold market has a 
history of violent corrections and therefore we can't deny the potential for a more declines down to $1,207. Similar 
consolidation support in July silver is seen down at $15.96.  

 

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
05/25/16  
Bottom building on the charts a move to $2.10 is possible  

 

GENERAL: Fortunately copper has been able to de-link itself with the rest of the 
metals complex. It is also fortunate that copper will continue to discount the 
potential negative ramifications of the highest US Dollar trade since late March. 
In the end, the copper market should have benefited from the flow of positive 
US economic data yesterday. The combination of a net spec and fund short in 
copper of 29,000 contracts and the strongest new home sales in 8 years should 
make the shorts very nervous. However, July copper was once again unable to hold all off the initial gains off the 
low on Tuesday, and that suggests that the bull camp remains somewhat guarded. On the other hand, the copper 
market continues to hold significant open interest of 211,069 contracts and we think that displays traders settling 
into long-term position plays in the face of the May slide of 27 cents a pound. While the net spec and fund short 
can easily expand, we think the easy money has been made on the downside and a series of gains in global 
equities could easily turn up the heat on the shorts.  

 

 
MARKET IDEAS: 
Bullish news continues to stack up in the wake of a noted rise in equities and stellar US home sales news. 
Holding back copper is a guarded view toward Chinese copper demand and some recent builds in LME copper 
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stocks. Another issue that makes us suspicious of the bull case is the fact that the market has failed to hold a 
series of rally attempts. However, July copper might waffle within a range bound by $2.04 and $2.10 until the 
global economic outlook improves or the Fed discounts a June hike.  
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